When facing complex problems, superintendents turn to their peers for expert advice, insight and more. School Administrator is where they will find answers that do not appear elsewhere.

>**The Post-Pandemic State of the Superintendency.** Superintendents typically face many crises, everything from suicides to school violence to financial peril. But leading in the pandemic has been so stressful that experienced top leaders are leaving the field in unprecedented numbers.

>**The 7Rs of Collaborative Governance:** Successful collaborative governance requires the 7Rs — respect, realism, responsibility (and so on) — between a superintendent and a board. The grail is a balance between responsibilities for operational and political decision making.

>**Don’t Be Shy: This Interview Opener is All About You.** Mastering the delicate balancing act of creating a memorable impression without promoting one’s ego in pursuit of a superintendency.

>**A Q&A With Author of The Power of Positive Leadership.** Author Jon Gordon shared his perspectives about what defines a true leader and how to drive the culture of an organization.

>**And More ...** Legal Brief, Board Savvy Superintendent and Leadership Lite humor columns.

**PRINT AD RESERVATIONS CLOSE: JULY 8**
**DIGITAL AD RESERVATIONS CLOSE: AUGUST 23**

Contact Kathy Sveen TODAY at ksveen@smithbucklin.com. She can create a program to stretch your budget and meet your specific needs. **Ask her about new offers, advertorials, plus digital and E-Marketing opportunities!**

**COMING IN OCTOBER:** Creativity and Arts Education